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By dividing asymmetrically, stem cells can generate two daughter cells with distinct fates. However, evidence is limited in mammalian systems for the selective apportioning of subcellular contents between daughters. We followed the fates of old and young organelles during the division of human mammary stemlike cells and found that such cells apportion aged mitochondria asymmetrically between daughter cells. Daughter cells that received fewer old mitochondria maintained stem cell traits. Inhibition of mitochondrial fission disrupted both the age-dependent subcellular localization and segregation of mitochondria and caused loss of stem cell properties in the progeny cells. Hence, mechanisms exist for mammalian stemlike cells to asymmetrically sort aged and young mitochondria, and these are important for maintaining stemness properties.
S
tem cells can divide asymmetrically to generate a new stem cell and a progenitor cell that gives rise to the differentiated cells of a tissue. During organismal aging, it is likely that stem cells sustain cumulative damage, which may lead to stem cell exhaustion and eventually compromise tissue function (1) . To slow the accumulation of such damage, stem cells might segregate damaged subcellular components away from the daughter cell destined to become a new stem cell. Although nonmammalian organisms can apportion certain non-nuclear cellular compartments (2-4) and oxidatively damaged proteins (5, 6) asymmetrically during cell division, it is unclear whether mammalian stem cells can do so as well (6) (7) (8) (9) .
We used stemlike cells (SLCs) recently identified in cultures of immortalized human mammary epithelial cells (10) to investigate whether mammalian stem cells can differentially apportion aged, potentially damaged, subcellular components, such as organelles between daughter cells. These SLCs express genes associated with stemness, form mammospheres, and, after transformation, can initiate tumors in vivo (10, 11) . Moreover, because of their round morphology, the SLCs can be distinguished by visual inspection from the flat, tightly adherent, nonstemlike mammary epithelial cells with which they coexist in monolayer cultures (Fig. 1B) .
To monitor the fate of aged subcellular components, we expressed photoactivatable green fluorescent protein (paGFP) (12) in lysosomes, mitochondria, the Golgi apparatus, ribosomes, and chromatin by fusing the fluorescent protein to the appropriate targeting signals or proteins (table S1) . paGFP fluoresces only after exposure to a pulse of ultraviolet (UV) light (12) , allowing us to label each component in a temporally controlled manner (Fig. 1A) . Because synthesis of paGFP continues after the light pulse, cells subsequently accumulate unlabeled "young" components in addition to the labeled "old" components; these can be either segregated in distinct subcellular compartments or commingled within individual cells.
We followed the behavior of labeled components in single round SLCs or flat epithelial cells and focused on cell divisions that occurred 10 to 20 hours after paGFP photoactivation (Fig.  1B) . The epithelial cells symmetrically apportioned all cellular components analyzed (Fig.  1B) . In contrast, the round SLCs apportioned 5.6 times as much (P < 0.001, t test) of ≥10-hourold mitochondrial outer membrane protein 25 (paGFP-Omp25) to one daughter cell as to the other (Fig. 1B) . Similarly, labeled markers for all other organelles examined were apportioned symmetrically. We designated the daughter cell that inherited more aged Omp25 from the mother cell as Progeny1 (P1) and the other as Progeny2 (P2).
To determine whether the same cells that asymmetrically apportion the mitochondrial membrane protein also allocate other membrane compartments asymmetrically, we labeled SLCs with the lipophilic dye PKH26 before photoactivation of paGFP-Omp25. PKH26 initially labels the plasma membrane and is gradually endocytosed to form distinct cytoplasmic puncta, and it is relatively symmetrically apportioned during division of hematopoietic cells (13) . SLCs apportioned old mitochondria asymmetrically, but the same cells apportioned PKH26 symmetrically ( Fig. 1C and movie S1 ). In contrast, the epithelial cells apportioned both paGFP-Omp25 and PKH26 symmetrically ( Fig. 1C and movie S2 ), similarly to mouse embryonic fibroblasts (not shown).
To verify that SLCs indeed apportion mitochondria according to the age of the organelle, we analyzed the apportioning of paGFP-Omp25 in cell divisions that occurred at random times after the initial photoactivation. We assumed that the age of Omp25 molecules reflected the age of the mitochondria with which they were associated. Cells that divided 0 to 10 hours after photoactivation showed symmetric apportioning of paGFP-Omp25 (Fig. 1D) . However, cells that divided more than 10 hours after photoactivation, and thus carried fluorescent marks only on organelles that were at least 10 hours old, apportioned their labeled mitochondria asymmetrically (Fig. 1D) .
To follow the apportioning of two different age classes of mitochondria, we tagged mitochondria with mitochondrial proteins fused to a Snap-tag (14) . Snap and green) sequentially to separately label young and old organelles ( Fig. 2A) . Snap-tags are rendered inactive by the labeling reaction; this ensures that the two colors will mark chronologically distinct populations and, in contrast to previously used strategies (15) , allows precise timing of labeling. Moreover, Snap-tags allow uniform labeling throughout the entire cell and the simultaneous labeling of multiple cells and avoid the risk of phototoxic artifacts associated with paGFP (16) .
We analyzed divisions of SLCs expressing SnapOmp25 and carrying red and green fluorophores on what we refer to as old and young mitochondria, labeled 48 to 58 and 0 to 10 hours before division, respectively ( Fig. 2B and movie S3). After cell division, the old label from the mother cell was divided more asymmetrically between daughter cells than the young label (old: P1 89% versus P2 11% of the mother cell intensity, P = 0.004; young: 67% versus 33%, P = 0.04, n = 5) (Fig. 2 , B and C, and fig. S1 ). This age-specific apportioning reduced the relative portion of old mitochondria in P2 to about one-fifth of those in the mother cell and one-sixth of those in the P1 daughter ( fig. S2A ). However, cells that inherited fewer old mitochondria contained similar total amounts of mitochondria ( fig. S3 ), suggesting that unlabeled new mitochondria generated after the "young labeling" were differentially distributed to balance the overall mitochondrial quantity between the two daughters. We also targeted the mitochondrial inner membrane (see fig. S4 for mitochondrial constructs used) by expressing COX8A-Snap in SLCs. This inner membrane protein showed asymmetric distribution comparable to that of Omp25 (Fig. 2C ), increasing our confidence that the age-selective segregation of Omp25 represented that of whole mitochondria.
Our analyses of asymmetric cell divisions indicated that the majority of mitochondria in the stemlike mother cells contained both old and young labels, whereas some mitochondria carried only young or old label (Fig. 2B) . Most mitochondria carrying exclusively young label apportioned to the P2 daughter cells, whereas mitochondria containing a mix of the two labels segregated to P1 cells (Fig. 2B) . Moreover, the small quantity of old label received by P2 did not colocalize with young label (Fig. 2B and fig. S2B ). These findings indicate that even before cell division, the stemlike mother cell keeps new mitochondria apart from old ones and passes these younger mitochondria preferentially to the P2 daughter.
To study such segregation in greater detail, we analyzed SLCs immediately after labeling of the young mitochondria but before division ( fig.  S5 and Fig. 2D ). Old mitochondria tended to localize perinuclearly and in some cells formed puncta containing exclusively old label (figs. S5 and S6), whereas the young label distributed throughout the mitochondrial network more evenly. To address whether such localization differences could contribute to the demonstrated age-specific apportioning, we imaged old and young mitochondria with live microscopy within the 10-hour window we used for analyses of asymmetric division (Fig. 2E) . Young (green) label gradually became more perinuclear as it became older, but at 10 hours after labeling, which was the maximum time point used for the quantitation of asymmetry in cell division, there was still a significant difference in the localization of the two labels (Fig. 2E) . The perinuclear localization of old label did not occur in a fibroblast cell line without stemlike properties ( fig. S6 ), and it did not result from old label entering and marking other subcellular components, such as lysosomes, due to mitochondrial turnover ( fig. S7 ). However, within the interconnected mitochondrial network, we identified specific domains that were enriched for old label (Fig. 2D) . These data support the notion that mother SLCs localize new and old mitochondria to specific cytoplasmic regions, ostensibly to facilitate the exclusion of old mitochondria from future P2 daughter cells.
The asymmetric apportioning and localization of mitochondria in the daughter cells suggested that daughter cells resulting from a division of a SLC might represent the founders of two lineages, one stemlike and the other more likely to differentiate. We used flow cytometry to analyze the age-selective apportioning of mitochondria in cell populations that had been synchronized to divide in concert ( fig. S8 and Fig. 3A) . Some divided cells received significantly fewer old mitochondria than did others, whereas the young mitochondria were more uniformly distributed. Upon fluorescence-activated cell sorting (FACS) and replating of daughter cell populations, the Pop1 cells, which received more old mitochondria, were morphologically flatter and more adherent than the Pop2 cells (Fig. 3A) . Three days after cell sorting, the Pop1 cells formed clusters with a monolayer appearance, whereas the Pop2 cells regenerated both round and flat cells similar to the original parental population. However, both populations had similar rates of proliferation ( fig.  S9 ). Thus, Pop2 cells, which received fewer older mitochondria, appeared to represent the SLCs that could subsequently undergo asymmetric divisions.
We used the ability to form mammospheres in three-dimensional (3D) culture as an in vitro assay of mammary epithelial cell stemness (17) . SLCs dividing more than 10 hours after label activation show increasing asymmetric apportioning of mitochondria (Omp25) but not of chromatin label (H2B). Each data point represents an individual cell division (**P < 0.01, ***P < 0.001, t test).
In this assay, the Pop2 of both Snap-Omp25-and COX8a-Snap-expressing cells formed three times as many mammospheres per 1000 cells as Pop1 (Fig. 3B) . Hence, the cells that inherited fewer old mitochondria during an asymmetric division were, by the criterion of mammosphere-forming ability, more stemlike.
Mitochondria that have lower membrane potential (DYm)-an index of mitochondrial functionlocalize perinuclearly (18) , and high DYm is linked to stemlike traits (19, 20) . Moreover, in Saccharomyces cerevisiae, the DYm-driven selective inheritance of fit mitochondria is required for the daughter cell to maintain full replicative life span (21, 22) . We analyzed the DYm of cells in the Pop1 and Pop2 populations to address whether their mitochondria differ functionally. Because the results with two different DYm indicator dyes were not consistent ( fig. S10) , we analyzed the age-selective apportioning of mitochondria in the presence of a mitochondrial uncoupler, carbonyl cyanide m-chlorophenyl hydrazone. Alterations of the DYm had no effect on the age-selective segregation of mitochondria in an SLC division (figs. S11 and S12). However, we did note a significant correlation between mammosphereforming capacity and DYm with both dyes (fig.  S10 ). Thus, we conclude that although DYm correlates with stemlike properties, it is not the signal that guides the age-selective asymmetric segregation of mitochondria during mammalian cell division.
Cells have mitochondrial quality-control mechanisms through which they specifically remove poorly functional parts of their mitochondrial network. After mitochondrial fission, which depends on the dynamin-related protein 1 (Drp1) (23), the kinase PINK1 will promote the recruitment of the Parkin E3 ubiquitin ligase to mitochondrial fragments with low DYm and induce their selective autophagy (24) . Another PINK1/Parkindependent (but DYm-and Drp1-independent) mitochondrial quality-control mechanism is mediated by generation of mitochondrially derived vesicles that target oxidatively damaged mitochondrial components for lysosomal degradation (25) .
SLCs and epithelial cells had comparable numbers of autophagosomes containing old mitochondrial label ( fig. S13 ), indicating that degradation via the autophagosome-lysosome pathway is not directly responsible for the reduction in the numbers of old mitochondria in stemlike cells. However, SLCs had a higher mitophagy/autophagy ratio ( fig. S13E ), suggesting that high quality of mitochondria may be relevant for the SLC state and asymmetric apportioning during cell division. To investigate this, we transfected synchronized cells with small interfering RNAs (siRNAs) targeting Parkin or treated cells with the Drp1 inhibitor mDivi-1 (26) to inhibit mitochondrial fission. In both cases, we observed a significant and similar reduction in the number of cells inheriting mostly young mitochondria (Pop2) and a concomitant increase in cells inheriting a mixture of old and young mitochondria (Pop1) (Fig. 4A  and fig. S14) . Surprisingly, fragmentation of mitochondria by Drp1 expression resulted in comparable reduction in the Pop2 with mDivi-1 or siParkin ( fig. S15 ). However, these effects are probably not caused by the changes of the mitochondrial network status, because round SLCs and differentiated cells have similar mitochondrial network connectivity ( fig. S16 and movie S5) . Taken together, these data suggest that any perturbation that challenges normal mitochondrial quality-control mechanisms will either serve as a signal for an SLC to stop asymmetric segregation of mitochondria or, alternatively, overload the capacity of the SLCs to effectively apportion old mitochondria asymmetrically.
To address whether the preferential acquisition of younger mitochondria contributed to maintenance of stem cell function, we analyzed the mammosphere-forming capacity of the cells remaining in Pop2 after a division in the presence of either siParkin or mDivi-1. Both treatments eliminated the increased stemness capacity of the remaining Pop2 cells so that they formed mammospheres with the lower efficiency characteristic of the Pop1 cells (Fig. 4B) . However, the cells in Pop2 from mDivi-1-treated samples proliferated similarly to control-treated cells in 2D culture ( fig. S14B) . Moreover, because the analysis of mammosphere formation was conducted in the absence of mDivi-1, these data suggest that the failure to asymmetrically apportion old mitochondria in a single division caused a persistent loss of stemness in SLCs.
To understand how alterations of mitochondrial dynamics and quality control might eliminate the age-selective apportioning, we administered mDivi-1 to cells 46 hours after labeling old mitochondria and followed the cells with live microscopy. The old mitochondrial label that had been confined to the perinuclear region spread throughout the mitochondrial network of the cell periphery after mDivi-1 administration (Fig. 4C, fig. S14C , and movie S4). Thus, stem cells normally confine mitochondria containing old proteins to distinct subcellular domains by a Drp1-dependent mechanism, and such age-dependent localization of old mitochondria may be required for their asymmetric apportioning.
Our approaches for studying age-selective asymmetry during cell division show that mammalian epithelial stemlike cells allocate their mitochondria age-dependently and asymmetrically between daughters upon cell division. The mechanisms involved require normal functioning of the mitochondrial quality-control machineries and mitochondrial fission that spatially restrict old mitochondrial matter to the perinuclear region of the mother cell. Because our work was conducted on mammary epithelial stemlike cells in vitro, future work addressing the extent of the phenomenon in other stem cell compartments and in vivo is needed. Interestingly, asymmetric cell division of mammalian embryonic stem cells depends on polarized paracrine signals (27) that could also further influence mitochondrial apportioning. Other recent evidence has implicated mitochondrial fitness in aging (4, 28, 29) and in tissue maintenance (30, 31) . It will be important to determine whether the age-dependent asymmetric apportioning of mitochondria described here has a role in such physiologic processes.
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